STATE CENTER COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETER III

DEFINITION

Under direction, provides interpreting and/or translating services for Deaf and or/hard of hearing students.

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS

This classification performs duties in accordance with general instructions or procedures. This position differs in that it is an experienced interpreter covering classroom, students/teacher meetings, small group settings and district-wide events including platform assignments.

EXAMPLES OF DUTIES

Duties include interpreting for students in classes, class-related events, and/or district-wide events; working effectively with team interpreters as assigned, including participating in mentorship support, interpreter preparation and meetings and performing related duties and responsibilities as assigned.

EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS

Education: Completion of 60 college units, an Associate degree or graduation from an Interpreter Training Program OR national certification as an Interpreter.

Experience: Two years interpreting experience.

Knowledge and Abilities: Ability to adhere to the NAD/RID Code of Professional Conduct. Ability to interpret from American Sign Language into English and from English into American Sign Language across a variety of complex subject matter. Ability to do platform interpreting. Possess fluency in both expressive and receptive skills of American Sign Language and English. Ability to communicate with/relate to individual deaf/hard of hearing people. Ability to receive and follow instructions, learn and apply college and district policies and procedures and maintain cooperative working relationships with students, staff, faculty and the public.
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